
:::OUTPUT.AG
Turning “dumb” documents 
into smart processes

:::output.ag saves its customers the eff ort of posting their mail. With the help of its 
:::bitkasten APP, users can store documents in digital format, as well as uploading and 
sending or receiving them – meeting 100% of their quality, data protection and security 
needs in the process. As a result, the app serves as a modern mobile communications 
pathway for senders and receivers.

AT A GLANCE

• THE INDUSTRY
 Input and output management, document management
• THE STARTING POINT
 :::output.ag developed :::bitkasten, a “revolutionary union of classical 
 mailboxes and legally compliant digital communication”. The idea 
 behind :::bitkasten is to unify all communication channels within a 
 single central solution, giving every German citizen a unique, secure 
 online mailbox.  
• THE TASK
 Users want to work on the move, reading their mail and accessing 
 their documents anytime, anywhere. A :::bitkasten web application 
 already existed, but now a native app was needed for iOS and 
 Android which would contain additional functions. As well as just 
 receiving documents, app users also needed to be able to photograph 
 documents on their mobile devices and engage in transactions 
 with the businesses involved.
• THE SOLUTION
 The :::bitkasten APP, developed by inovoo using NOVO Mobile
 and the NOVO App Studio, is the mobile add-on to :::bitkasten 
 which enables easy bidirectional digital communication.  
• THE RESULT
 A range of customers use the :::bitkasten APP to map digital 
 processes. For example, in the fi eld of HR, employees can 
 access their paystubs in a secure digital format. They can also 
 photograph doctors’ notes, submit vacation requests in digital 
 format, complete web forms or discuss personnel issues via a chat 
 interface. In facilities and project management, administrative 
 processes like commissioning and fault reports can also be digitized. 



HOW THE APP WORKS
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THE STARTING POINT

Today, communication and document exchange with 
customers and employees results in huge floods 
of paper requiring significant time to process. The 
:::bitkasten APP, which won the gold medal in the 
Enterprise Mobility Awards 2018, is designed speci-
fically to make these complicated multi-format 
communications and processes more efficient, to 
digitize them, and to integrate them intelligently into 
existing IT infrastructures. This mobile app reduces 
costs and increases freedom and flexibility for every-
one involved, making it a perfect complement to 
businesses’ digital transformation plans. 

The :::bitkasten APP focuses in particular on digitizing 
and streamlining processes. It offers the following 
standard functions for all recipients: 

• Mailbox (documents, forms)
• Photograph documents for submission
• Long-term archive (free storage: 500 MB)
• Settings (delivery rules, notifications, forwarding)
• Information about the company

Senders can also offer additional services that can be 
integrated quickly into the application:

• Digitally sign applications and contracts
• Upload doctors’ notes
• Apply for employee ID (including taking photograph 
 on phone) 
• Digital tutorials and training
• Submit digital vacation requests
• Time account management
• Employee evaluations / manager evaluations
• Surveys



client‘s back end, so digital business processes for 
ERP, workflows, web forms, archives and CRM can 
be securely mapped on mobile devices. The result: 
exchanging documents is quick and easy. There are 
no fundamental system changes or add-ons required.

A particular highlight for :::output.ag is that by using 
the NOVO Mobile software solution together with 
the NOVO App Studio, the :::bitkasten APP becomes 
dynamically configurable. Functions and modules can 
be added or removed depending on the customer‘s 
exact requirements. It becomes child’s play for each 
customer to set up the roles, functions and access 
permissions they need for their :::bitkasten APP. 

THE TECHNOLOGY BEHIND IT ALL

The :::bitkasten APP fully converts existing document-
based processes into a digital app workflow, enabling 
interaction between businesses and their addresses. 
The app is both fast and long-lasting: Users can store 
their documents in a lifelong BSI-certified Governikus 
archive. 

Outstanding camera control lets users photograph 
documents in high quality for processing by input 
management systems, or algorithm-controlled selfie-
taking so users can create the perfect employee ID.

Thanks to the NOVO Mobile communication platform, 
the :::bitkasten technology connects efficiently to the 
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NOVO MOBILE & NOVO APP STUDIO

WHAT IS NOVO MOBILE?  
The intelligent software solution NOVO Mobile is a 
secure, mobile dialog platform for automating business 
processes and linking them to powerful back-end 
systems via an app. Customers get a fast, simple, 
communications channel with a high level of service. 
NOVO Mobile brings together digital apps and 
business processes at the back end. 

WHAT IS THE NOVO APP STUDIO? 
The NOVO App Studio is a workstation that brings 
developers together with specialist departments. The 
software makes it possible to create apps with little 
code, reducing design, development, testing and 
rollout work by 80%. The NOVO App Studio is used 
to design a mobile app’s user interface. To this end, 
the software features a UI designer where layouts 
are created by dragging and dropping, then linked up 
to various functions and workflows. The NOVO App 
Studio also includes a resource management system 
used to define and manage styles, colors, text and 
other parameters, including versions. 



WEB CLIENT

EXAMPLE APPLICATIONS

• Send paystubs
• Submit travel expenses
• Sign employment contracts
• Complete and sign applications/contracts/bids
• Submit vacation requests and doctors’ notes
• Update personal details (e.g. bank details, 
 address...)
• Promotions/information (training and 
 tutorials, canteen menus, works council info...)

BENEFITS

• Communications pathways become faster 
 and more direct
• Fewer paper documents means lower costs
• Administrators have less work to do and 
 can concentrate on what’s most importnat
• Effi  ciently connect customers and employees
• Maximum fl exibility
• Satisfi ed customers and employees
• Lower costs for the business

APP



inovoo GmbH . Billerberg 11 .  82266 Inning am Ammersee . Germany . T: +49 8143 999 57-0 . E: info@inovoo.com

inovoo GmbH is a professional, innovative provider 
of powerful, modular enterprise information 
management software solutions for multichannel 
communication. At the heart of all this is the ability 
to permanently digitize and automate processes
relating to the fl ow of data across diverse channels 
and formats, covering mailrooms (mail, fax, email), 
customer dialog (social media, web, mobile devices 
and mobile chat) and archiving. 
inovoo also off ers fascinating process-app-based 
solutions for a wide range of industries and appli-
cations which can communicate intelligently with 
existing IT environments, helping to put business 
processes in the hands of app users.
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PETER VORGEL
CEO, :::output.ag
“With inovoo’s solutions, we 
have invested in a highly 
scalable digital platform whose 
proof of concept demonstrates 
satisfi ed customers and rapid 
growth. It’s a solution for 
digitally transmitting and 

processing previously paper-based processes in a 100% 
secure format – and for the sender, it‘s easy to integrate 
into their existing processes. For the receiver, it’s a single 
digital mailbox instead of dozens of diff erent company 
portals. It lets them read the mail of tomorrow, today.”

THE CUSTOMER
:::output.ag (www.output.ag)
:::output.ag is active in the fi elds of input and output 
management, digital mail and designing dialog 
processes to replace paper-based approaches.
:::output.ag uses mailing addresses to provide analog 
documents in digital format even before they are 
printed. It understands mail inside and out, and 
it uses this understanding to create innovative 
products and services that meet high standards in 
quality, data protection and data security. 

www.inovoo.com

 WANT TO LEARN 
MORE ABOUT US?


